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Your book, "Cherry Bomb," is the reason that I recently got backstage and on the tour
bus of one my favorite bands after a concert. This resulted in me hooking up and
exchanging numbers with the frontman. He said he would call me the next time he was
in town, which would be in about a month. Regardless, he told me that he wanted me to
call him sometime and gave me a heart shaped locket before we parted. Should I call
him or wait and see if he ever calls me or realize that this was a one-time opportunity
and enjoy it for what it was?
-Not Sure in New England
As my book suggests: Be bold and go for it! He gave you his number so use it. And, he gave
you a locket?!? Wow. Sweet. That’s doesn’t say “one time opportunity” to me. Call him and
try your best to be cool, casual, and confident. But, keep your expectations low. The number
could be fake one or he might not even remember you. Maybe he gives lockets away to
pretty girls like one gives quarters away to bums. You won’t know until you call him. Good
luck!
I'm 19-years-old and have been with my boyfriend for over a year and half. We plan on
getting married someday in the future, but we're not rushing anything because I'm
young. The problem I have is with our sex life. I've never had an orgasm and he doesn't
seem concerned with giving me one. He refuses to go down on me, he complains of "the
flood,” and doesn't really bother doing anything else. I enjoy sex, but I 'm just never
fulfilled. What should we do differently?
-Unsatisfied in Florida
There are so many things wrong with this relationship I don’t know where to start! First, 17
or 18 is too young to have met the man you’re going to marry. Just trust me on that. Second,
he won’t go down on you? Fuck that shit. That point is dump-worthy alone. Third, and most
important, if your boyfriend is not concerned with your needs then he is not a good
boyfriend and won’t be a good husband. That said I didn’t have my first orgasm until my
twenties (sorry to all the boyfriends I faked it with!), so 19 isn’t too weird to be in this
situation. You need to learn to make yourself come first before anyone else can do it. Teach
him what gets you off and if he can’t rise to the occasion, there are tons of other men out
there that I’m sure would love to fuck, lick, and suck the hell out of you.
My boyfriend of three years doesn't want to have sex nearly as much as I do. I am 20years-old and I think sex should be at least every other day. We used to have sex once
or twice a day. I know most people would be happy with just that am I'm simply not.
My boyfriend is only 23, he should be all about sex right now and I know as he gets

older its only going to happen less and less. I would resort to masturbation but it just
never seems to be enough unless I have sex. I have mentioned maybe me getting a
girlfriend (I'd fly both ways), but that was a basic, “Hell no.” What should I do??
-Sex Deprived in Sarasota
If you want to fly both ways, you need a man who is cool with that. He isn’t cool with that
and he’s denying you of who you are and what you need sexually. And, what guy wouldn’t
want two girls?! A gay guy, for one. A dud in bed, for another. Or, maybe your boyfriend
just needs more encouragement. Tell him how hot he makes you. Tell him how great he is in
bed, even if he isn’t. Send sexy texts. I wouldn’t break up with a guy over only have sex twice
a week. Twice a week is pretty damn good, girl. But, if he can’t up with a sex vixen like you,
it might be time to find a stud who can.
I recently met two girls who play in a band together. I saw them perform and had great
conversations with both of them. They are smart, sexy, and extremely talented. As of
now I like them both. I would date/hook-up with either of them. I just would love to
know how to express that I want to get to know both of them better (so I can decide
which one to pursue) without putting out that "just friends" vibe or an obvious "I
want you" vibe. How should I proceed?
-Confused in Connecticut
Whatever you do, don’t flirt with or hit on both girls. You’ll look like a male groupie and
you’ll end up with neither girl. Go to another show, have another conversation with each of
the girls, and quickly decide which one you have more chemistry with and more in common
with. Once you’ve zeroed in on the rock chick you’re vibing with the most, ask her out. It’s
that simple.
My boyfriend cheated on me three times, but I love him and he’s a better boyfriend after
each time he cheats. His apologies always get me, but then he does it again. We live
together and he seems to really need and love me. But, how do I get him not to cheat?
-Cheated on in California
Are you serious? Three times? Dump the dude! And get some therapy. Code word: CoDependency!
Aside from ad spaces on blogs and using my non-existent contacts in the
literary industry, how can I get a gig doing freelance non-fiction
essays for publications like The New Yorker or even a column like you?
-Troubled in Tampa.
I’m going to tell you both the same thing: Buy the book, 2009 Writer’s Market! This resource
book was my Bible when I started out. It lists every publication and gives explicit
instructions on how to query them for work. Follow what they say to the T. The book also
has examples of query letters and other useful information on breaking into magazines,
newspapers, and books. It’s mostly for writers, but photographers can use it for the contact

info as well. Other than that, I say, write every day like Hunter S. Thompson did. You need
to hone your craft and get published a LOT before you will ever be considered for a column.
You should offer up your stuff for free at the beginning just to get a collection of clips for
your portfolio. Once you get good clips, then start to sell your work. It’s exactly what I did.
I'm interested in being a freelance photo journalist so any advice or help you can offer
would be greatly appreciated!
–Occupationally Challenged in the O.C.
The answer for Troubled in Tampa works for you too. But you should also shoot as much
as you can and submit your stuff per the Writer’s Market guidelines. If it’s bands you want to
shoot, you can start with small, local bands that will let you shoot and possibly even want to
use your tickets for their websites or press kits.
Is it true that you can have an orgasm without even touching? If so, how do it you do
it?
-Curious in Colorado
I’m going to let one of my favorite sexperts answer this one for you. It’s an excerpt
from Dr. Ava Cadell’s contribution to my book Cherry Bomb: The Ultimate Guide to
Becoming a Better Flirt, a Tougher Chick, and a Hotter Girlfriend, and to Living Life Like a
Rock Star. Dr. Ava calls it the Mind Over Body Orgasm and apparently it works for
some women. She writes: “Since the brain is the most erotic organ in the body, it
should be no surprise that you can think your way to orgasm. Sexual thoughts can
activate the brain just like sexual touching does. If you’ve ever enjoyed looking at
porn, you’ll know what I’m talking about. Visuals of people having sex can
automatically trigger your body into a state of arousal, making women wet and giving
men erections. If you continued to watch erotica without touching yourself, you
could still experience a full-blown orgasm. Even if you’re not into porn, you can
achieve a mind over body orgasm by tapping into all of your five senses. To begin,
wet your genitals with your own saliva or some lubricant, and then using only your
imagination; think about what your lover’s tongue would feel like between your legs.
What he or she smells like when fully aroused, visualize what they look like naked,
imagine touching, kissing, licking and tasting his or her body. Hear them moaning
with pleasure. Become aware of your own feelings as you let your excitement build.
The trick here is not to touch yourself, but to let the ebb and flow of your orgasm
take you on a mental journey to sexual ecstasy. This can also be fun to do with a
partner as a safe sex activity.”
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